Project: 		

Countryside Assisted Living

Location:		

Huntsville, Arkansas

Product:		

Acrovyn® Doors & Frames

About the Project
The peaceful accommodations within
Countryside Assisted Living’s 80 apartments
in Huntsville, Arkansas, assure long-term
residents and their families that the facility
provides high quality care. As the facility was updated and expanded,
the owners wanted an interior opening system that would help residents
feel at home. The doors and frames also needed to be strong enough
withstand the constant movement of wheelchairs, walkers and foot traffic.

Design Goals
Countryside Assisted Living wanted to update their door systems while
preserving the comforting interior design that residents and visitors loved.
The new doors had to be durable enough to cope with the continual
procession of food service carts, housekeeping carts and medical
management tools, all while helping the residents feel at home.

At a Glance:
Acrovyn Doors & Frames
Over 180 Acrovyn Doors
& Frames contribute to
Countryside Assisted Living’s
warm and welcoming
atmosphere while ensuring
indestructible beauty for
years to come.

Results
Countryside partnered with Construction Specialties to replace openings
that had been in place since the 1980s with 180 Acrovyn Doors & Frames.
Acrovyn Panel Doors in warm Honey Birch are now showcased on
closets, restrooms and resident doorways, which coordinate perfectly
with the revamped halls, floors and bedroom furniture.
The accompanying Acrovyn Frame System, featuring durable, PVCfree Acrovyn sheet over steel frames, eliminates the need for continual
painting and repairs. Countryside Assisted Living now has a durable
solution combined with a beautiful residential appeal.
“It is essential that long-term care facilities look and feel as noninstitutional as possible so residents feel comfortable in their
apartments,” said Tara Box, administrator of Countryside Assisted
Living. “With a sophisticated woodgrain door pattern and panel design,
Acrovyn is the perfect solution, providing durable doors and frames of
institutional strength that are far from institutional looking.”

To view more photographs of this project, please visit
http://csinc.bz/countryside.
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